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Problem

Robots are complex engineering systems made of many mechanical, electronic and software components.

Engineers use mathematics to model, design, analyze, and perform computer simulations.

Robots also can use these models during operation to find the cause of anomalies and faults.

Our goal: To design a fault detection and isolation system for an autonomous robot.

Model elements Number
Unknown variables 50
Known variables 21
Fault variables 25
Equations 53

Overview

Figure: Structural Analysis [1]

Figure: Model-Based Fault Detection and Identification based on Residuals.

Mercator Model Variables

Figure: Based on Reinold’s [2].

U v velocity K,M yv velocity
U β slip angle K,M yβ slip angle

U ψ̇ yaw rate K,M yψ̇ yaw rate

U WFi tire forces K,M ya acceleration
U,I δi steering angles K,M yδi steering angle
U ωi angular velocities K,M yωi angular velocities
U λi longitudinal slip F fr;x reference quantity x
U ri wheel radius F fs;x system quantity x
U,I Mi motor torques F fm;x measured quantity x

Table: Model variables. U: unknown, K : known,
F: fault, I: input, M: measurement.
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Table: Sample of some state variable equations.

A Simple Example

Figure: Structural analysis for the kinematic model of a vehicle on a straight road.

Mercator Structural Analysis and design of residuals

Figure: Model Structure (left). Derivative (center) and Integral (right) isolability.

Dependability of Autonomous Robots

Fault detection and isolation is important for the Dependability of an
autonomous robot.

Model-based diagnosis in Mercator will allow it to respond intelligently to
malfunction.

Making Mercator Fault tolerant and able to reconfigure after faults is part of
our future research.
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At a Glance

Problem: Diagnose faulty components in a robot.

Idea: Use mathematical model and structural analysis.

Results: Detection and isolation of faults is possible.
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